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Highly qualified Deck Seaman with experience in the industry. Enjoy creative 
problem solving and getting exposure on multiple projects, and would excel in the 
collaborative environment on which company prides itself.

OCTOBER 2007 – AUGUST 2011
DECK SEAMAN II - ABC CORPORATION

 Participated in underway replenishment to other ships at sea delivering fuel and
cargo as a signalman.

 Assisted with replenishments at sea and various rigging stations.
 Preformed jobs requiring mainly manual skills and physical strength.
 Performed a variety of tasks to support overall ship board operations Preformed 

Ship preservation using tools such as operating winches, using hand.
 Operated, assembled and maintained catapults and associated mechanical, 

hydraulic, and control systems involved primarily in aircraft carrier takeoff and 
landing operations.

 Installed and maintained visual landing aids; testing and maintaining launch 
and recovery equipment using electric and mechanical test equipment and 
hand.

 Activated airfield arresting systems, such as crash barriers and cables, during 
emergency landing situations.

2003 – 2007
DECK SEAMAN - DELTA CORPORATION

 Arranged for ship to be stocked, fueled, and repaired.
 Observe loading and unloading of cargo or equipment to ensure that handling 

and storage are performed according to specifications.
 Supervised crew members in the repair and replacement of defective gear and 

equipment as well as in cleaning and maintaining the different decks onboard 
the ship.

 Directed aircraft launch and recovery operations using hand or light signals; and
maintained logs of airplane launches, recoveries, and equipment maintenance.

 Inspected equipment, such as cargo-handling gear, lifesaving equipment, and 
visual-signaling equipment, towing, or dredging gear, to detect problems.

 Removing snow and ice; cleaning shipboard surfaces and bright work using 
sprayer and hand brush.

 Preformed monthly, quarterly, Simi-annually and annual PMS on shipboard 
equipment.
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EDUCATION

Communications - (University of Washington Tacoma - Tacoma, WA)

SKILLS

Good computer , excellent at attention to detail, and good commutation.
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